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A WRONG TIME AGO IN A MACROCOSM FAR FAR AWAY
I am thirty-six years old. When I was growing up, my three favorite films were Star Wars,
The Empire Strikes Back, and Return of The Jedi, respectively. Nothing was cooler or more
awe-inspiring than the world splashing across that cinematic trio. Those movies flickered
before my eyes millions of times. I learned every beat, every noise, every cadence. This
isn’t unusual for anyone my age. It’s like admitting you enjoy breathing oxygen.
Between 2003 and 2005 I authored and attempted to have published a book on Star
Wars fan culture (my experiences with it, what it all “meant,” etc) entitled Star Wars
Ruined My Life. This is the story of that volume's collapse, interspersed with portions of
the original manuscript and several newer essays pertaining to the world of Skywalking.
If you’ve ever wondered what the publishing industry is like for writers with an okay
idea and zero experience, or if you’re curious about any Star Wars characters who may
have been diagnosed with multiple personality disorder, you’ve come to the right place.
The impetus for Star Wars Ruined My Life was Fargo Rock City, Chuck Klosterman’s 2001
book about his lifelong obsession with heavy metal. I read it in college, instantly loved it,
and thought, someone should write a book like this about Star Wars, a fan’s deconstruction
of the phenomenon, something that traces the evolution with passion but is also removed
from hagiography. My literal thoughts at the time were probably not that articulate, but
close enough. I seemed to fit in the aforementioned mold, so why not try?
Star Wars has taken up a lot of real estate in my head and heart over the years. It’s equal
parts escapist fantasy, comfort food, and historical fascination. Currently I’m not sure I’d
bring up any of the episodes if asked to name a few favorite movies, but far as I try to get
away from Star Wars or view it through different prisms I can’t escape the impact this
franchise had on me. It’s the first art in which I was seriously interested and invested.
What concrete examples can I give you to illustrate how Star Wars is sewn into whatever
I am? That I was nervous to see the land speeder Mark Hamill actually piloted in the first
film when it was on display in a traveling prop show some years back, nervous as if I was
meeting a President or a King or some other revered, renowned figure? That I continue
to begrudge Nintendo for never releasing a Return of The Jedi game for their NES gaming
console? They were in the midst of adapting all three original films for that system when
the Super Nintendo came out, so they stopped with the NES to focus on a series of SNES
Star Wars games. It was enough to make me to walk away from daily video gaming for
good. The console wars rage on, and if Nintendo ever goes the route of Atari I will feel
nothing, not one iota of sorrow as the Super Mario circles the drain frantically shouting
his own cliché of a name.
Still, as raging a fan as I’ve been, there are others who are far more orthodox, and the
title Star Wars Ruined My Life (devised before I’d written word one for the book) was
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always meant as a joke. It’s catchy and funny and purposely overdramatic. Disease and
pestilence ruin lives, not some dink space movie. Unless you’ve spent all your money on
mint-in-box vinyl caped jawa figurines and now your kids have been taken away from
you and you’re eating expired cat food and scraps of cardboard to survive. Rough, but a
slightly better place to be than stage four lymphoma.
The route for getting a book published traditionally goes a little something like this: find
books that somewhat resemble what you plan to do, look in their acknowledgements to
see which literary agents are handling these subjects, find those agents and see if they’d
be willing to represent your idea. Sometimes there won’t be an agent listed in a book,
which means the publisher might be small enough for you to contact directly. In either
case, you’ll be reaching out with a query letter outlining your concept or a complete
proposal (depending on what they ask for). A book proposal is around forty pages and
consists of concept, style, and marketing outlines; the table of contents; the annotated
table of contents; one or two sample chapters; and a paragraph about the author.
I cannot remember how many query letters and/or proposals I mailed out over the
course of two years (below one hundred but above forty, probably), but I was literally
mailing them out because even in 2003 the majority of folk in the publishing world did
not use e-mail. Part of that probably had to do with effort—-they wanted to see if you
believed enough in yourself and your idea to physically send your materials. However,
I’m sure fear of change/adaptation also kept these people from moving their operations
online. Computers, you say? Electronic mail? Are you suggesting I’m some type of nerd?
Eventually the rejection letters ceased and I got a positive response. In March of 2005 a
literary agent named Kelly wanted to take on this Star Wars book. She really believed in
it. One of her other clients at the time was Vincent Bugliosi, the attorney who prosecuted
Charles Manson in 1970 and went on to write a series of books about other famous legal
matters. Good enough for me. Also, Kelly would take no money until/unless she got me a
deal (which would be a percentage of whatever I was paid by the interested publisher).
Anyone who says they can get you published and charges some kind of flat rate up front
is a scam artist who needs to be set ablaze. That’s just not how this stuff works.
And so the saga began.

next page: collage of publishing world rejection
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FOUR INCH FORCE CHOKE
My mother likes to claim that as a child I was never frightened by cinematic monsters or
boogeymen because she always had me watch the behind-the-scenes specials that often
accompany such productions. From my memory this is empirically false. Indeed, it is true
I viewed many making-of programs, but they did little to quell fears. I submit for your
approval the afternoon in 1983 when my grandparents announced they were taking me
to see Return of The Jedi. I was four, and terror engulfed me upon hearing this news.
I had seen the commercials for Return of The Jedi and while I adored the Wars of Star I
could not conceive of anything scarier than the shadowy undulating beige mass known
as Jabba The Hutt. I cannot recall the exact response I gave Grandma and Grandpa, but
it was along the lines of, “I will not see that movie, I am sorry. Jabba is too scary.”
Here we see the true power of a molded four inch polymer. That same afternoon, the
grandparents and I were moseying around K-Mart, and I spotted on an endcap an action
figure replication of Admiral Ackbar. Perhaps you know him from his role in Return of
The Jedi. This figure sang to me. He was a friendly goldfish man. I wanted to take him
home so he could spread his fishy goodwill to all my other Star Wars toys. This desire I
made known instantly to Grandma.
“Okay, let’s make a deal.” she said. “I’ll buy you this if you promise to see the movie.”
I folded like a cheap rug. My Grandmother, expert negotiator.
So I saw Jedi, dutifully, clutching Admiral Ackbar as if he were kryptonite to Jabba’s
Superman. I have no memory of my reaction when the Hutt was onscreen, but I came
very close to soiling my britches during the excitement of the speeder bike chase on the
Luke and Leia engage in on forest moon of Endor (I mean that literally; anxiously I
whispered to Grandpa, who quickly ushered me to the toilet).
By the early ‘90s the vintage Star Wars figures exploded in monetary value. Suddenly
they were valuable collectables (even out of their original packaging), not archaic junk.
I’m unsure what precipitated this. Maybe it was just another arm of the ‘70s revival we
underwent during those years. Punk rock, Blaxploitation, bellbottom pants—-everything
from the Me Decade was chic again. Alas, any hope I had of making bank from my toys
died long before puberty. The ravages of childhood took their toll. Excessive play and/or
unexpected folly had worn off paint, worn down sculpting, and broken some figures
irreparably. The worst casualties (all original 1977 figures):
LUKE SKYWALKER - head popped off by me, glued back on by adult at irregular angle
PRINCESS LEIA- head popped off by me, glued back on by adult at irregular angle
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HAN SOLO - both arms, one leg chewed off and consumed by family dog Minnie
DARTH VADER - half a leg chewed off and consumed by family dog Minnie
I loved my Minnie but it took her a long time to delineate between the naugahyde chew
toys purchased for her gnawing pleasure and my precious action figures. You should see
what she did to Robin the Boy Wonder from the Super Powers franchise. Unrecognizable
as any kind of crime-fighting institution (or humanoid, for that matter). I recall catching
Minnie in the act a couple times and feeling such betrayal. My god! I would never eat your
Cycle One, why are you eating my things that aren’t even food in the first place?
As an adult I realized quickly I would not reach self-actualization through vintage toy
collecting. It was fun to sort through eBay, looking for figures from my youth and a few I
always longed for, but acquiring them was always hollow emotionally. Roll them around
in your hand a few times and then what? Make a necklace out of them? Pretend you’ll be
able to pose them around the house without it being intrusive to your daily life? How
many times did I knock that Stormtrooper over trying to adjust my computer monitor?
Besides, I could never have it all. Hands down, my favorite Star Wars merchandise was
the line of cookies Pepperidge Farm produced in the early 1980s that were shaped like
different characters. They were sort of like European biscuits. These cookies have not
been manufactured in thirty years. Even if I located an unopened bag somewhere and
bought it, the contents would taste like styrofoam baked into dirt clods. What can I tell
you? I’m an all or nothing guy. I don’t want to cradle every Chewbacca action figure
variant in my palm if the other hand is absent Pepperidge Farm Yoda.
The original line of Star Wars toys produced by Kenner was considered very enormous
and sprawling for its time, a somewhat crass byproduct of our capitalist lifestyle even
though it made children happy. At this point no farce could accurately convey just how
thoroughly this franchise has been merchandised or resold in plastic scale. In fact, today
it seems inconceivable there ever was a period where Star Wars toys were not being
produced. And yet there was, between 1986 and 1994.
In the interim, there were plenty of video games to keep us trapped in the galaxy far, far
away. Atari brought several arcade versions of the Death Star trench run and lightsaber
battles into early ‘80s living rooms; as the Reagan Era faded into Hypercolor nonsense,
Nintendo afforded us fully realized adaptations of the trilogy. Then, in 1993, LucasArts
unleashed for PC X-Wing: Space Combat Simulator, the greatest intergalactic dogfighting
game in history until the following year’s TIE Fighter. Days and nights were quickly lost
to X-Wing after my parents gifted it to me that year. Who needs a dense little hunk of
Chief Chirpa? I’m blowing up 3-D polygon satellites for the Rebel Fucking Alliance and
my co-pilot is the interactive iMUSE music system.
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By 1995 we were so familiar with the visual nuances of every Star Wars character that it
was easy to spot the smallest imperfection in any reproduction. This is why Hasbro’s
Power Of The Force action figure line from that year is such a laughing stock. Nearly every
character has the bulging chest of John Rambo, a pile of muscles puffed out atop widely
spread legs, appendages equally swollen to Bonds-like proportions. The Princess Leia is
particularly odd; the soft facial features of Carrie Fisher are replaced by a visage that is
disturbingly simian. Verily, perplexed fans dubbed this one “Monkey Face Leia” (and yet
she still managed to fetch top dollar on the collector market).
Sometimes on the Internet you’ll see Photoshops people have made of fake Star Wars
action figures, such as two skeletons representing the remains of Luke’s Aunt and Uncle,
or an empty box labeled “The Force.” It’s a little strange that in our irony-soaked age
Lucasfilm has not created an actual series of joke toys like this. Like figures of all the
Hollywood hunks who claim they auditioned for Han Solo dressed as Han Solo. Burt
Reynolds, Sylvester Stallone, Jack Nicholson, Al Pacino, Chevy Chase, etc. Maybe a
behind-the-scenes action play-set where tiny Alec Guinness can pick fights with tiny
George Lucas about theology. A board game called What Happened To Mark? where
players have to sort out fact from fiction about Mark Hamill’s 1979 car accident.
These are all fantastic ideas that might absolve Star Wars in the minds of those who feel
the merchandising situation has weakened us as a global society. At the very least it
would make me happy, the man who longs for thirty year old cookies.
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THE PHANTOM GENDER
In the original manuscript for Star Wars Ruined My Life I have a maladroit, meandering
chapter that attempts to parse the seeming lack of women in Star Wars fandom. Even at
twenty-five, when I was couching my sociology with jokes about the Three Stooges and
John Cusack (women, you see, are not known to care especially for the former but they
are often enamored of the latter), I was zoned in enough to realize there is practically
nothing for women to identify with in the ’77-83 Star Wars films. I wrote:

Star Wars is ridiculously male-centric. Sure, the gender of some alien races is still up for debate.
For all we know, the jawas are 100% lady under those filthy little robes. Same with the tusken
raiders or the rancor. Yoda, on the other hand, seems completely androgynous, like the Pat
character from “Saturday Night Live.” Those ambiguities aside, Star Wars is a boy’s club. There are
only four identifiable female characters in the original trilogy (seven if we count the alien singer and
slaves in Jabba’s palace), and only one of them has more than four lines. Of course I speak of
Princess Leia, who appears to be very smart and proactive, but apparently not enough to endear
her to women at large.
“My reaction to her…is that she was not much of a feminist breakthrough character,” Penn State
Professor Eve Munson said in a 1997 interview with Daily Collegian. “She was obviously a leader,
and that’s always nice to see for a woman in her role, but ultimately subordinate to the men around
her, and sort of by her own choice.”
The best example of what Munson is talking about comes in Return of The Jedi when the ewoks
are preparing to eat Luke, Han, and Chewbacca. The three of them are tied to spits over fires.
Leia, who met up with the fuzzy savages earlier, is busy getting an ewok makeover (who knew they
could braid hair?) when it comes to her attention that her new friends are cooking her old friends.
Instead of, oh, I don’t know, shoving the three foot ewoks out of the way and trying to rescue the
Rebels, Leia just stands there in distress while two of her bear captors hold her off with dull spears.
Luke is forced to stun the tiny grunting creatures into submission with a flashy Jedi mind trick.
Maybe I’m over-analyzing this scene, but it seems to say to me that a guy doesn’t need a woman’s
help even if he’s rotating over a fire.
Things did not get much better in the Star Wars prequels. Darth Vader’s mom is in the
first two movies, albeit rather briefly. For a fleeting moment in The Phantom Menace we
see Yaddle, a female of Yoda’s still undefined species, sitting on the Jedi council. This, to
me, is absolutely bonkers. First, that they’d go to the trouble of proving Yoda is not the
last of his kind, that he is indeed male and has a female equivalent and contemporary,
and she gets nothing more than a wordless cameo. And that Yoda and Yaddle’s species
remains nameless—-Yoda is one of the most well-known characters in the entire fucking
world, but the usually meticulous Lucasfilm refuses to nail down his origin. This is super
insulting when you realize we know the origin of Phantom Menace’s two-headed pod race
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commentator (he’s a Troig). Unbelievable that the Bob Costas of this universe gets more
backstory than the guy who trained the founding trilogy’s hero in the ways of the Jedi.
But I digress. Natalie Portman’s Queen Amidala is the most ubiquitous female presence
in the Star Wars prequels, though she spends most of her time rattling off exposition in
outrageous costumes and, in the latter films, reacting to her doomed lover Anakin. To be
fair, both Phantom Menace and Attack of The Clones pass the Bechdel Test (wherein two
female characters in a film manage to hold conversation that has nothing to do with a
male character); only one film in the founding trilogy can say that (Empire).
It should be noted that over the past several decades many ancillary Star Wars novels,
comics, and video games have introduced and fleshed out numerous dynamic female
characters for people to explore. These tributaries comprising the Expanded Universe
have meant much to fans of every gender; what a shame Disney excommunicated all that
stuff from Star Wars canon once The Force Awakens was announced (if you look online,
all the narratives from these entities are considered now to be mere legend in the galaxy
far, far away—-none of it based in reality).
Gender stereotypes have thawed considerably in recent years; the younger generations
are becoming less and less concerned with drawing lines in the sand. There are legions
of girls all over the world who adore Star Wars, not to mention The Avengers and SpiderMan and Batman and major league sports and cars. I know this because news media is
consistently clogged with stories about the dinks my age and older who control so much
of our marketing and commerce and fail to accommodate the young women who make
up a chunk of their demographics.
We’re also at a place culturally where it’s more acceptable to wear your burning passion
for x brand of entertainment on your sleeve. So in reflecting on what I first penned for
this chapter in 2003, that my experience found little contact with Star Wars fans of the
opposite sex—-this does not mean they weren’t out there. It just wasn’t their brand. As
big a freak as I was about this stuff, I don’t even remember talking about it very much.
People weren't waving the flag for their personal interests as much as they are today. I
know, this makes it sound like the late ‘80s were Victorian…but they sorta were. You
couldn’t say “shit” or “asshole” on television back then.
To that point: even at the start of our current millennium there was a restraint in terms
of nerdier proclivities. Like many people, I was probably my most wild in college, dying
my hair and tearing up my clothes and refusing to sleep and spending all my money to
see terrible bands playing at deafening volumes, but I remember waiting months to tell a
young woman I began dating my senior year that I often enjoyed the musical comedy of
“Weird Al” Yankovic. These days, “Weird Al” is entertainment royalty, but that just wasn’t
the case during George W. Bush’s first term. People would still give you guff about it.
About anything on the dweeb’d side.
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Today we live in an age where I have heard my father, a beer-swillin’ shirt-tuckin’ NFLsupportin’ Charles Bronson-worshippin’ dude’s dude say aloud, with amazement and
wonder, “I could watch this ‘Big Bang Theory’ show all night long!” The tide has shifted.
My father now guffaws regularly at the references Jim Parsons makes to Heidegger and
the Green Lantern.
It may interest you to know that the young woman referenced above was in fact also a
“Weird Al” Yankovic fan, much to my relief. She was also the first human I ever heard say
“twin ion engine” aloud. As in the twin ion engines of a TIE fighter from Star Wars.
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EWOK TAP DANCING ON THE DEATH STAR

Illustration by John Piacquadio
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TALKIN’ ‘BOUT THE EXPANDED UNIVERSE IMMORTALITY BLUES
In April 2014, The Walt Disney Company (having recently purchased Lucasfilm and its
properties for a few billion space bucks) narrowed our official Star Wars tenet to the six
existing feature films and the “Clone Wars” television series, flushing thirty-seven years
of novels, comic books, tv specials, role playing games, video games, and other Expanded
Universe entities right down the toilet. Sorry, Shadows Of The Empire. Sorry, “Droids.”
Sorry, Japanese Famicom cartridge where Darth Vader has the ability to mutate into a
shark. Your specific extensions are no longer needed or wanted.
There are many engrossing and interesting pieces of the Expanded Universe, but only a
handful of these works are what you might call historically important. Marvel Comics
had a deal in place to publish Star Wars comics well before May 25, 1977, and after the
first six issues that outlined Luke Skywalker’s rise from obscurity to explode the Death
Star Marvel had license to write the first auxiliary tales. In November 1977 the comics
gifted Star Wars one of its silliest characters, an enormous green rabbit named Jaxxon.
Of course, Jaxxon is no goofier than that angry raccoon from Guardians Of The Galaxy
(who made his comic debut around the same time).
Alan Dean Foster was also contracted beforehand to pen the official novelization of Star
Wars plus one follow up volume. That latter work, Splinter Of The Mind’s Eye, was at one
point the template for Star Wars 2, outlining a budget-friendly jungle adventure where
Luke Skywalker and Princess Leia (still then his romantic interest) search for a mystical
geode with the ability to enhance Force powers. Splinter was published quickly enough
to become a founding piece of the Expanded Universe (March 1, 1978) but the nuclear
box office success of Star Wars allowed George Lucas to make whatever the hell kind of
sequel he wanted to, cost be damned. So Splinter quickly became obsolete.
Jumping ahead, Timothy Zahn’s trilogy of books in the early ‘90s about Admiral Thrawn
(the villain ascending to power in the absence of the Emperor and Darth Vader) were
christened the official sequels to Return Of The Jedi when appeared Star Wars would
never grace the silver screen again. These books contained all manner of weirdness:
Admiral Ackbar’s arrest for treason, an evil clone of Luke, space madness suffered en
masse, and Lando Calrissian introducing his friends to the concept of hot cocoa.
The most well-known fragment of the Expanded Universe is also the most reviled, the
most denounced, a two hour exercise friends challenge each other to absorb without the
aid of alcohol or mind-altering drugs. “The Star Wars Holiday Special” was broadcast just
once, November 17, 1978 on CBS; since then, it has never appeared on any home video
format by command of a very embarrassed George Lucas. Unfortunately for George, the
VCR hit the consumer market seven years prior, thus allowing more than one person to
commit the atrocity to tape and pass it around. In the pantheon of televised tragedies
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you cannot look away from, “The Star Wars Holiday Special” is somewhere between the
O.J. Simpson Bronco chase and the American Music Awards.
Victory has a hundred fathers but failure is an orphan. Despite its infamy, there’s no clear
origin story for “The Star Wars Holiday Special.” George Lucas has claimed forever that
he had no responsibility or involvement, suggesting in interviews he merely licensed his
creations to the Smith-Hemion company (previously known for producing the Tonys) so
they could put together something for CBS. “Holiday Special” writers Bruce Villanch and
Lenny Ripps paint a different picture, one where Lucas was present to fight with them in
favor of focusing the program on Chewbacca’s growling, barking family. Sometimes 20th
Century Fox is blamed for concocting the abomination; you have to wonder if this is true
and is what ultimately cost the studio a distribution deal on the future Star Wars sequels.
Taste is subjective, of course, which yields another favorite chestnut of mine: there is a
difference between bullshit and art, and sometimes bullshit is more interesting. In my
mind the worst crime is mediocrity and you cannot accuse “The Holiday Special” of that.
It’s resoundingly nuts, achingly dreadful in various spots, bullshit of the highest order in
a deliciously satisfying way. Beneath the same umbrella you can find the Metallica / Lou
Reed collaboration LuLu, Malcolm McLaren’s masturbatory cinematic monument The
Great Rock N’ Roll Swindle, and that professional wrestler who wore the glitter bombed
Stormtrooper helmet (you know, the Shockmaster, infamous for completely screwing up
his live television debut entrance, falling over a pile of debris, forcing his helmet to fly off
his head as another wrestler muttered “Jesus Christ” in disgust into his live microphone).
I don’t know if it’s possible to describe the plot of “The Star Wars Holiday Special” in a
concise manner. Han Solo is attempting to get Chewbacca back to his home planet of
Kashyyyk in time for a wookiee celebration known as Life Day (a hybrid of Christmas,
Thanksgiving, and a Satanic Mass). Meanwhile, on Kashyyyk, Chewbacca’s family is
waiting desperately for their patriarch, killing time with chores and trying not to invite
Imperial disruption. Art Carney guest stars as the owner of a Kashyyyk general store.
Harvey Korman plays multiple aliens and robots who bear striking resemblance to
Harvey Korman. “Golden Girl” Bea Arthur is revealed to be a singing bartender at the
cantina on Luke’s home planet. Luke himself is stuck in a garage somewhere with R2-D2.
He doesn’t sing, but Princess Leia does (the never before and never again heard lyrics to
the main Star Wars theme). There’s also a miniature holographic performance from
Jefferson Starship, a miniature holographic (and enormously suggestive) performance
from Diahann Carroll, a miniature holographic circus act, a cartoon (apropos of and
related to nothing plot-wise), and lots of recycled footage from Star Wars.
Original “Star Wars Holiday Special” director David Acomba quit mere days into filming.
The majority was helmed by Steve Binder, who’s best known, probably, for directing the
Elvis Presley “’68 Comeback Special.” You know, the seventy-six minutes that revitalized
Elvis Presley in the hearts and minds of America. Not that you can lay much blame for
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whatever the “Holiday Special” is with Steve. There’s a huge disparity between the raw
magnetism of Elvis and that of domesticated bigfoots watching holograms in a treehouse
with occasional interruption from Art Carney.
Incredibly enough, “The Star Wars Holiday Special” may not be Steve Binder’s nadir as a
director. Binder is also responsible for all fourteen episodes of that legendary early ‘90s
train wreck “The Chevy Chase Show.” One can only imagine the shit this guy’s seen.
What you might call the “old showbiz” mentality is what plagues a great deal of the
“Holiday Special.” There is nothing in the first Star Wars movie akin to the approach of
an Art Carney or a Harvey Korman. At no point in Star Wars does anyone croon like Bea
Arthur. And yet they’re all crammed into this tv show as if Luke Skywalker and R2-D2
and Chewbacca aren’t interesting enough on their own. To be fair, the “Special” begins
with a long and impenetrable stretch wherein Chewbacca’s family converses with each
other in their native language. And yet the “Holiday Special” still applies conventional
television logic: Chewbacca’s father slumps in a chair like Archie Bunker, Chewbacca’s
wife wears an apron like Donna Reed. Lumparoo, the son of Chewbacca, looks so much
like “Eight is Enough” star Adam Rich it cannot be a coincidence.
On the other side of the coin, giving a character a nuclear family is sort of a bold move
for this franchise. Luke never knew his parents. Princess Leia’s entire brood was killed in
the first film when the Death Star blew up Alderaan. No one knows anything about Han
Solo’s relatives. Mom, Dad, Grandpa, and kid is kinda revolutionary here.
One cannot discuss “The Holiday Special” without mentioning Boba Fett, who made his
debut in the program’s animated portion. The cartoon style isn’t far removed from Robert
Crumb’s “Keep On Truckin’” comic—-elongated, slanted, trippy like you’re maybe on too
much cold medicine. Is it the most engaging part of the show? Possibly. The only thing I
know for sure is that this origin does little favor for Boba Fett. Everything Fett’s been
seen in outside Empire Strikes Back has been a clumsy mess. There is no death more
ignoble than his own in Return Of The Jedi. In the prequels he is a child who does
precious little. And here, his birth, though intriguing, is forever couched in one of
television’s most reviled exercises.
Say what you will about “The Star Wars Holiday Special”—-like the very first Star Wars
film, it was created in earnest, with innocence, and it tries to convey an in-universe
narrative. Lucasfilm has never released this program on home media but they’ve also
never digitally reworked it to alter any given aspect. In that respect, “The Star Wars
Holiday Special” is as pure as driven snow.
There’s no debate over George Lucas’s level of participation in the two mid-eighties ewok
movies, Caravan of Courage and The Battle For Endor. George was in the Endor trenches,
famously battling the ABC network over a commercial for one of the films where an
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ewok walks into a 1950s style diner and tries to order a milkshake. He learned his lesson
from “The Star Wars Holiday Special.”
And yet, in many ways, the ewok movies are just as bonkers as the “Holiday Special.”
Whatever magic they used in Return of The Jedi to make rural California look like alien
terrain is absent; you are well aware these adventures are happening in a suburb of San
Francisco. These films also show the ewoks picking up English, spitting out one syllable
words in breathy grunts as if this new language is gratifying them sexually. The strangest
note of all in Courage and Battle might be the presence of goats and chickens. Maybe it’s
not surprising that these fur-laden bipeds produce their own dairy but why couldn’t the
filmmakers have placed antennae on these chickens to at least give the suggestion they
cluck in outer space?
George Lucas must have some kind of affinity for fowl; in Alan Dean Foster’s novelization
of Star Wars there is a passage where Obi-Wan Kenobi mentions ducks but Luke has no
idea what he’s talking about. Somehow Kenobi stops himself from going on a tirade.
Other important Expanded Universe events that are now meaningless:

- Chewbacca being crushed to death by a collapsing moon (he was trying to save Han
Solo and Princess Leia’s kids from eating it on the surface of some planet)

- R5-D4, the broken droid Uncle Owen almost buys, becoming a jedi
- R2-D2 learning how to breakdance
- Empire Strikes Back bounty hunter Zuckuss coming to terms with his multiple
personality disorder diagnosis

next page: portrait of the author by Leah Sandler
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CORVETTE BUMMER (DUDE, WHERE’S MY HAMILL?)
I used to condemn the 1978 road trip comedy Corvette Summer for robbing Mark Hamill
of his marquee value, but the reality of life is everybody writes their own ticket. If Hamill
wanted to have a Harrison Ford style career, what could have stopped him? He is the star
of the most profitable movie series of its time. Mark followed his own path, a path that
lead him to interesting, offbeat material like The Guyver and Wing Commander and Body
Bags, a.k.a. the John Carpenter movie where Ham has sex with Twiggy and you see his
lil’ moisture vaporator, if you catch my drift.
In 2008 I repurposed the stretch of Star Wars Ruined My Life that shredded Corvette
Summer into a semi-humorous article for a website called Den of Geek. They never paid
me, so I am free to reprint it here without their permission. To be fair, they never said
they would pay me, and it’s not like I was handing in Pulitzer Prize material.

June marked the thirtieth anniversary of an important, groundbreaking film that forever changed the
course of cinema history. It chronicled the story of a young boy who travels light years away from
his small dusty home in search of a kidnapped princess. His adventure is peppered with many
strange characters, the most despicable of which wears all black and has an army of henchmen at
his command. The boy was played, of course, by Mark Hamill. The film in question?
Corvette Summer.
Oh wait, did I say kidnapped princess? Sorry. I meant car. He goes in search of a kidnapped car.
Yes, it’s been thirty years since Corvette Summer fish-tailed into theaters and left audiences
wondering for the very first time if the price of a movie ticket was too high. Little did they know they
were not only witnessing an abysmal comedic misfire but also the sudden, violent death of Mark
Hamill’s career, which was still in its infancy. June 2, 1978, is truly a date which lives in motion
picture infamy (a date that also witnessed the birth of turtle-like semi-actor and Drew Barrymore
boy toy Justin Long).
Corvette Summer could have been its generation’s Dude, Where’s My Car? It had all the makings
of a wacky teenage comedy—-a silly plot, goofy characters, an attractive young starlet, the kid who
played Luke Skywalker, and a cameo by Dick Miller. It was helmed by a seemingly competent
director, Matthew Robbins, who worked as a writer on The Sugarland Express and Close
Encounters of the Third Kind. Robbins would go on to direct such mini-classics as The Legend of
Billie Jean and *batteries not included; unfortunately, ol’ Matty couldn’t get this particular stew
cooking. Corv Sum (as the fans call it) is a messy, overwrought mixture of comedy, drama, and low
rent 70s pop.
The plot is thus: Mark Hamill plays car-crazy Kenny Dantley, a Los Angeles high schooler who just
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spent a semester building the perfect ‘vette in shop class. Imagine his anger and frustration when
the damn thing is stolen right out from under his nose. On a tip his ace wheels are in Las Vegas,
Hamill hitchhikes to Sin City to locate the prized auto. Along the way he meets up with a slowrolling Hispanic car club and an aspiring hooker played by the fiery Annie Potts. Eventually our
hero locates his bitchin’ ride, which is in the oily hands of Laserblast star Kim Milford. A horrible
secret is uncovered shortly thereafter, and Kenny Dantley is forced to make a tough decision
regarding his immediate future.
Sadly, the biggest problem in Corvette Summer is Mark Hamill. The son of Vader misses the comic
mark by about ten feet, playing Kenny Dantley a little too desperate and angry. The scene where
he attacks doe-eyed Danny Bonaduce for losing the car was probably supposed to elicit laughs,
but Hamill’s rage is more psychotic than funny. You almost feel bad for wee Bonaduce (until you
realize what a jerk that kid grew up to be). The whole movie is full of weird moments like that.
Frankly, it’s off-putting. Audiences seemed to agree. Wary of crazed leading men who slap around
members of the Partridge family, moviegoers sealed Mark’s celluloid coffin and relegated it to the
Star Wars galaxy. Not even a turn in the 1980 Samuel Fuller WWII epic The Big Red One could
rescue the former “Texas Wheelers” heartthrob. Harrison Ford-type box office status slipped
through Mark Hamill’s fingers like so much Tatooine sand.
Why the filmmakers didn’t make Corvette Summer more of an ensemble comedy is beyond this
reviewer. The talented likes of Wendi Jo Sperber, Isaac Ruiz, and T.K. Carter are completely
wasted here, relegated to the background like former “Little Rascals” on an episode of “Good
Times.” I guess aforementioned director Matthew Robbins didn’t want to distract audiences from
the grating non-chemistry between Hamill and Potts. Together they bicker, they yell, they kind of fall
in love, and they chew more scenery than a duffel bag full of termites. It was here that Potts
perfected the screechy, Fran Drescher-esque whine that would endear her to a nation of nerds half
a decade later when she played Janine the secretary in Ghostbusters (she actually may have
taken lessons from Drescher; the future “Nanny” star had a small roll in Corvette Summer; her
scene, unfortunately, was deleted).
[In this next paragraph my Mike Nelson influence drowns me.]

But the real star of this late night cable staple is the totally bad-ass corvette, which tears up barren
Nevada highway during the final climatic chase sequence like so much ribbon candy. Like Hamill,
the car had trouble finding work after Corvette Summer. There wasn’t much call in Hollywood for a
purple Stingray with a right sided driver’s seat. A job at a San Clemente driving school helped pay
the bills in the eighties while a recurring role as “Stunt Vehicle #3” on “Knight Rider” kept the ‘vette
in the public eye. Rumors of a serious brake problem dogged the corvette for years. It wasn’t until
the tragic death of close friend the Batmobile in 1992 that the one-time star really pulled itself
together. Today, restored to its original glory with a set of near-perfect brakes, the corvette tours the
country, splitting his time between auto shows and grade school engagements where he speaks to
children about the dangers of waiting too long between oil changes.
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When viewed through the prism of time, Corvette Summer is a classic B movie that set the stage
for such rubber burning classics as Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, “Turbo Teen,” and that episode of
“Fresh Prince” where Will gets a speeding ticket. When viewed at one in the morning on TBS,
Corvette Summer will likely put you to sleep, unless you start watching around the time Annie Potts
takes her top off. The lighting is kind of weird, so you don’t see much, but she is most assuredly
nekkid. This will undoubtedly be your topic of choice the next time you find yourself in a
conversation lull with a good buddy or co-worker (provided they also have basic cable and were
alive during the Reagan Administration).
I give the makers of Corvette Summer the fucking business but the truth is I went to fairly
great lengths in pre-YouTube America to obtain my own copy. In 2003 this film had been
out of print for ages. No tapes were to be had on eBay or other auction sites. Somehow I
discovered a video store in Minneapolis that was willing to sell its only copy. The catch?
This store would not ship it to Florida, where I then lived. I would have to get on a plane
and fly to Minnesota to purchase Corvette Summer on VHS. So I did. In an equally bizarre
subplot, the cash for my plane tickets was acquired by selling a platinum Trans-Siberian
Orchestra record I had been gifted during a radio internship. It looked exactly like the
kind you see behind musicians in documentaries—-large silver record in a black frame
with a little plaque. There’s a thriving collector’s market for those things, I happily
discovered.
The minute I stepped off the plane in the Twin Cities I went right to this video store to
proudly purchase Corvette Summer. The clerk was nice and wonderfully crusty, like all
good mom and pop types. Upon learning my Orlando address, he rolled off a weird brag.
“I went to Disney World once, and I was the only person there wearing a windbreaker!”
I could live a thousand years and never know what that sentence means.
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BOTHERING COMEDIANS
The nights when I was working on Star Wars Ruined My Life were long and weird. At one
point, apropos of who knows what, I e-mailed comedian Jay Mohr to tell him about my
book and to see if he felt anything about George Lucas not putting the original theatrical
versions of the movies on DVD. In my diseased mind it was important to know what Jay
Mohr thought about this stuff because he made me laugh once when he impersonated
Dick Vitale on “Saturday Night Live.” I had not yet read his book, Gasping For Airtime,
where he tells the story about the blatant character thievery he engaged in while at
“SNL.” Anyway, Jay Mohr took the time to write me back.
“Hey James. First off, I think your book idea is really funny with an obvious built in fan
base. I wasn’t aware of Lucas’ stance on the dvd. I think [he] is a moron if he eliminates
the classic Star Wars films to make more room on the shelf for Jar Jar Binks and the rest
of the annoying wannabe characters. More Boba Fet (I think I spelled his name wrong
but he was always my favorite and coolest).”
Encouraging words from a guy who had no reason to even respond in the first place. I
appreciated that. Around the same time I also contacted former “Squirt TV” host Jake
Fogelnest to pick his brain about Star Wars. Like Jay Mohr, he was fairly kind but did
begin his response with, “I’m not sure why you’re contacting me about this.”
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THE KLINGON WORD FOR FAMILY
For years, Trekkies looked down their nose at Star Wars fans, partially because we do not
have a cute name like Trekkies to use for ourselves. More than that, it was a Marsha/Jan
thing: we’ve been around longer, we’re smarter, you’re just a goofy kid. You don’t know
anything about life, Jan. It’s true, Star Trek does have a greater intellectual bend than
Star Wars, and it was breaking ground in the mainstream long before R2-D2 put his
wheels in the cement at Grumman’s Chinese. Star Wars, however, put things on the
screen special effects-wise that Star Trek couldn’t articulate, and through its roots in
universal mythology attained a popularity that allowed Trek to revamp and represent
itself in the 1980s. So the relationship is symbiotic and has been for a while.
And yet fans on both sides still love to bicker. I guess that’s the case with all siblings.
Something I noticed in the late ‘90s and early 2000s: the proliferation of Star Wars fan
films that were being produced compared to the utter dearth of Star Trek fan films. If
there were any amateur Kirks and Spocks being put on tape they became lost in the
avalanche of kids recreating lightsaber battles in Adobe After Effects and releasing their
creations with vaguely pornographic titles like Sins Of The Jedi. At the time I felt that this
suggested that Trekkies had achieved an inner peace while Star Wars fans were still
struggling to figure out who the hell we were. In retrospect, I think it’s just more fun to
hit someone with a fake laser stick than it is to imitate William Shatner.
Is it just to compare these franchises in any regard? It is pretty apples and oranges. The
definition of science fiction as far as I know involves any futuristic thing where Earth is
established to exist—-which is the core of Trek (Earth astronauts circa the 23rd Century
toolin’ for space peace). Right off the bat, Star Wars tells us this all happened in the past,
and they never mention Earth. They suggest it might exist, like when Han Solo tells that
guy in Empire Strikes Back that he’ll see him in Hell or when Obi-Wan makes mention of
ducks in the novelization of the first movie, but no outright reference like in Star Trek.
This makes Star Wars fantasy. It’s not based in our realities at all. Darth Vader couldn’t
find San Francisco on a map.
The conflict between us now feels as archaic as Rudy Vallée, mostly because the
unthinkable has happened—-cross pollination between Trek and Wars. J.J. Abrams, the
director who helmed the unexpectedly successful 2009 Star Trek reboot and its sequel,
has also directed Star Wars Episode VII: The Force Awakens. Is this what it felt like when
the Berlin Wall fell?
Now, if we could only find a way to fold “Space 1999” into our family. Martin Landau
needs love too, you know.
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THE GLOVED ONE STRIKES AGAIN
This is an original and lightly edited chapter from Star Wars Ruined My Life, obviously
written before the 2009 death of the King of Pop Michael Joseph Jackson and the 2010
renovation of the Disney Theme Parks’ Star Tours attraction. Please also note that as of
2015 there is a Taco Bell three miles from Solvang, CA in neighboring Buellton.

Many people in this country are under the impression that Michael Jackson is crazy. As far as I can
tell, he acts pretty normal for a megalomaniac billionaire who is roughly 75% plastic. I’m no
psychologist, though. In fact, the only formal training I have is the psych class I took in community
college. I got an A, but the work wasn’t terribly challenging. Most of our assignments involved
standing up in class and talking about things that made us feel “sad” or “confused.”
The one thing I think we as a nation can all agree on is that Michael Jackson wields an ungodly
amount of power. In May of 2003, M.J. stormed into the office of Congressman Elton Gallegly in
Santa Barbara, CA, wearing a Spider-Man mask to demand that a Taco Bell be erected in Solvang,
the town closest to his Neverland Ranch. While a construction crew has yet to break ground on a
Taco Bell in Solvang, the fact Jackson was not arrested (or even strongly reprimanded) in the wake
of this incident is testament to the fact that he is practically untouchable. Had any other human
being on Earth burst into a government office wearing a super hero mask demanding more fast
food restaurants be built in their town, surely he or she would have been dragged out screaming.
Not Jacko. He got off scott free, save the autograph he signed for the stunned Congressman.
Generally, I try to ignore the instances where M.J. throws his weight around. There are other things
I should be worrying about, such as the PH level in my pool or if my tires are properly inflated.
However, there is one instance where Michael may or may not have directly affected the expansion
of the Star Wars universe, and that is something to which I cannot turn a blind eye.
Let me take you back a decade or two, back to the mid-eighties, to a time when Michael Jackson
was still making music on a fairly consistent basis and didn’t have time to harass government
officials in Halloween masks. The monstrous success of 1983’s Thriller cemented Jackson’s status
as the most popular carbon-based life form on the planet; the notion that he might fall from grace
and slowly transform into the next Howard Hughes was inconceivable. He was the King of Pop,
literally. That bedazzled glove was his ersatz crown. We, his loyal subjects, eagerly awaited his
each and every move. Sure, he was prone to some odd behavior, such as taking Emmanuel Lewis
to the Grammys, but we wrote it off as textbook celebrity quirkiness. As long as he kept churning
out pure gold like “Beat It” and “Billie Jean,” we didn’t care if he took the entire cast of “Diff’rent
Strokes” to the Grammys.
Before recording the follow-up to Thriller, M.J. wanted to do something a little different. He wanted
to make a movie. Specifically, he wanted to make a 3-D movie in conjunction with Disney, and he
wanted to make it with acclaimed directors Francis Ford Coppola and George Lucas. Since he was
Michael Jackson, all he had to do was pick up a phone. In what I imagine was only a matter of
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minutes, the deal was sealed. Everyone dropped what they were doing to make the Michael
Jackson 3-D movie, entitled Captain EO.
Such a monumental project could not just be put into general release for the movie-going public.
This was something special, and there was only one place magical enough to contain the Jacko/
Coppola/Lucas undertaking: Disneyland. In September of 1986, that’s where Captain EO
premiered. The seventeen minute space adventure in which Jacko danced, laughed with puppets,
and fought an evil Angelica Huston was embraced by the masses, and for a short time it was the
crown jewel of the Disney Empire.
As you would expect, Captain EO was a very expensive crown jewel. In fact, it was one of the most
expensive movies ever made, at one million dollars per minute of film. I know that doesn’t seem
like a great amount in this day and age, but in 1986 seventeen million dollars was a lot of money.
The highest-grossing film of that year, Top Gun, was budgeted at $15 million, and they used real
fighter jets and aircraft carriers in that one. Captain EO cost two million more, and the majority of
the cast was foam rubber. Plus, Captain EO was ninety three minutes shorter than Top Gun! It was
the 1980s, though, a time when money was thrown around like Styrofoam packing material,
especially by people in Michael Jackson’s tax bracket.
So what does this have to do with Star Wars, you ask? Supposedly, while George Lucas was
toiling away on Captain EO, he was also working on what was to become Star Tours, the Star Wars
based attraction that opened at Disneyland a mere five months after EO. Some evidence suggests
that the Mouse first asked George to develop Star Tours shortly after Return of the Jedi was
released, but production was halted once the effeminate moonwalker entered the picture. Lucas
was still expected to finish Star Tours, but not before completion of EO, which was regarded as the
Ben-Hur of 3-D puppet movies.
I spoke with a few Imagineers who worked on Captain EO to clear the air regarding these rumors,
and they all generally agreed that Lucas began work on Star Tours around the same time as EO.
This is very important, as it serves to explain why Star Tours is so crappy.
For those that have never been on Star Tours (or as I like to call it, “Holiday Special: The Ride”), let
me give you the run down. C-3PO and R2-D2 have devised a get-rich-quick scheme in which they
offer unsuspecting earthlings a tour of the Star Wars universe. The pilot they’ve hired is less than
reputable, and very quickly you end up being pursued by TIE fighters. The next thing you know,
you’re in the Death Star trench, trying to thwart the Empire a la Luke Skywalker. The Death Star
explodes, you enter hyperspace, and the ride is over. It’s short, the seats are cramped, and the
screen is small. It relies heavily on hydraulics, which can be painful and nauseating when sitting in
a dark room staring at a tiny television.
The only characters you encounter from the Star Wars films on Star Tours are C-3PO and R2-D2.
In fact, they’re the only characters you encounter period, with the exception of your pilot, Rex.
Granted, the majority of the ride takes place in space, but you’d think that they could have at least
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thrown in a Darth Vader voice over or a brief appearance by the Millennium Falcon. It all seems
very slapdash, which is understandable if Lucas was dividing his time between this and Captain
EO. If I had to spend fourteen hours a day on a soundstage with Michael Jackson watching a
million dollars go down the drain every sixty seconds, I wouldn’t be of the right mind at the end of
the day to feed my cat, let alone develop another E-Ticket attraction.
Of course, I wasn’t privy to such information when I first rode Star Tours. Initially, I enjoyed it, but as
the day wore on and I experienced the rest of what Disney’s MGM Studios had to offer, I realized
that Tours was just not up to par. I was more amazed by the Backlot Express, which brought me
mere yards from the “Golden Girls” house. Not only that, but the boat from “The 100 Lives of Black
Jack Savage!” My jaw literally dropped when I saw that.
Had George Lucas and his henchmen waited about five years, Star Tours would have undoubtedly
turned out for the better. 1991 marked the beginning of the golden age of thrill rides. That’s the year
Universal Studios opened their doors, offering such mind-blowing virtual experiences as Back To
The Future: the Ride and the almost too real Earthquake! Sure, Kongfrontation was kind of lame,
but it was an endearing kind of lame that Star Tours could only hope to achieve in future
renovations. How could you be disappointed by that giant smelly ape and his matted, tangled fur?
Why, I bet if Lucas had waited, he could have convinced Michael Eisner to convert EPCOT into an
entire Star Wars theme park. That big golf ball could have been fashioned into the Death Star, and
instead of the different nations of the globe, the World Pavilion could have been changed to
represent the different planets featured in the Star Wars films. That surely would have made
EPCOT more enticing than it currently is, boasting such heart-stoppers as Living With The Land
and Ellen’s Energy Adventure.
But I digress. I suppose you could argue that Star Tours was more impressive than Captain EO, but
the self-flushing toilets in the Tomorrowland bathrooms were more impressive than Captain EO.
For its ridiculous budget, it was still just Michael Jackson dancing and goofing off with puppets. In
3-D. For people who weren’t fans of Jacko, EO’s saving grace was seventeen minutes in an air
conditioned building. Regardless, M.J.’s dream project ran for eleven years in multiple Disney
parks, eventually closing for good in 1997 when Disney decided that being associated with an
alleged child molester wasn’t good for business.
Interestingly enough, the Dis-nuts decided not to change the voice of Rex on Star Tours, which was
provided by Paul Reubens, even after the children’s entertainer was arrested in 1991 for exposing
himself. I guess this proves that the Walt Disney Corporation heartily endorses public masturbation.
Star Tours is still operating at four Disney parks, but it time has not been kind to the ill-conceived
attraction. Theme park enthusiasts are constantly calling for a renovation of the ride, if not a
complete overhaul. I can easily see this happening in the next five to ten years, what with George
Lucas’ bizarre inclination to digitally alter every single frame of film he’s ever printed.
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As for the Gloved One…well, I think the last decade has been punishment enough for Michael
Jackson.
In 2013 I went to EPCOT and I saw Captain EO again (Disney brought it back to honor
MJ after his death). The movie is hot garbage. The effects, the dancing, the music—none of it has aged well. It may even be worse than Godfather III.
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FOR THE LOVE OF SEBASTIAN SHAW
The theatrical re-release of the Star Wars films in 1997 was the first time I understood
the scope of this phenomenon’s impact and its universalism. I was a senior in high school
at the time and everyone was talking about it. People I had never spoken to before in my
class who had seen my C-3PO t-shirt were suddenly approaching, a gleam in their eye.
“Dude, I know you’re psyched. This is gonna be incredible.”
Indeed, having grown up only seeing the Star Wars trilogy via 1980s style tv sets it was
thrilling to finally get a big screen experience that winter, but there was one caveat—these 1997 rereleases were director’s cuts, officially labeled as Special Editions, boasting a
number of alterations in each film. The rap Lucas gave at the time explained that during
original production of these movies he was hamstrung by the technological limitations of
the time; he could not create the exact environments and optical effects he envisioned.
Thankfully, twenty years later computers had caught up with the pictures dancing in
George’s head, hence the Special Editions.
And yet many of the edits made to the Star Wars films in 1997 belied this party line. The
technology to make a giant puppet existed two decades prior, which is exactly what they
did when it came time to reveal Jabba The Hutt in Return of The Jedi. What prevented
them from building this puppet seven years prior for Star Wars was an uncertainty over
what Jabba should be (human, puppet, stop motion animation). Also, Jabba’s scripted
presence in the first film didn’t tell us anything we didn’t already know from Han Solo’s
encounter with bounty hunter Greedo. It was a redundancy.
Still, they filmed Jabba The Hutt’s scene for the first movie with the decidedly human
Declan Mulholland in the role. Excised in 1977, that bit lay on the cutting room floor
until the Special Editions, when Lucasfilm refurbished the sequence by painting over
Mulholland with a cartoonish Jabba computer graphic (not to mention diminutive; if
we’re to believe this scene, Jabba The Hutt gained three times his mass between Star
Wars and Jedi). The whole thing was an awkward “look what we can do!”, a cheap ploy
to get people into the theater (proven especially nonsensical when Han makes pointed
reference to Jabba’s human form).
Similar reasoning seems behind much of the Special Edition updating. Just showing off
mid-90s digital effects wizardry. The margins of many scenes are suddenly crowded with
extraneous nonsense, destroying the low budget charm of the 1977 film, distracting the
viewer in the rest. At one point in Star Wars: Special Edition, a giant CGI dewback lizard
wanders directly in front of a scene, completely obscuring everything for a few brief
seconds, suggesting Lucas actually carries a deep shame over these films.
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Much has been made by livid fans over the years concerning the rejigger of Han Solo’s
aforementioned dust up with Greedo in Star Wars: Special Edition. Their terse exchange
in the cantina originally concludes with Han discharging his weapon under the table,
frying Greedo before the yegg has a chance to take his money. The newer version has
Greedo squeezing the trigger on his brandished firearm a moment before Han’s fatal
shot. Does this update undercut Han Solo’s perceived cold blooded nature and weaken
his later emotional growth? A little. I will say I wouldn’t necessarily be against Greedo
shooting first if they had figured out a way to make it look as natural and poetic as the
original scene. They did not. The way it plays out in Star Wars: Special Edition is
comically awkward and deeply unsatisfying.
We as a culture were confused by the Special Editions but understood the concept of
director’s cuts: they represented artistic vision unrealized and were not specifically
meant to replace anything. George Lucas soon bucked this notion, publicly stating that
from 1997 on the Special Editions of Star Wars would be the only versions commercially
available, and the previous edits would languish in the past forever. That turned out to
be half truth—-Lucas painted in further updates for the 2004 DVD release of the trilogy,
leaving the 1997 versions in the same dustbin as the pre-CGI releases. George wasn’t
joking when he said he believes a film is never finished, it escapes (“It’s abandoned or
ripped out of your hands,” he said in 2005, “…never finished.”).
The alterations in 2004 made pains to tie Star Wars, Empire, and Jedi to the 1999-2005
prequel trilogy. Sebastian Shaw, the actor who portrays the unmasked version of Darth
Vader in Jedi, had his eyebrows digitally removed during Vader’s final moments with his
son aboard the collapsing Death Star (so as to coalesce with severe burns the character
suffers in Revenge of The Sith). Perhaps the most controversial change George Lucas ever
made comes at the end of Jedi ‘04 when the head of Hayden Christensen (Anakin/Vader
in two prequels) appears pasted over Shaw’s in the scene where Vader’s ghostly presence
joins that of Yoda and Obi-Wan to smile lovingly upon Luke. The argument is that young
Anakin is the last time Vader was good, before he turned to the Dark Side.
The incensed counter-argument is Darth Vader left the Dark Side in Return of The Jedi
the minute he threw Emperor Palpatine down that shaft before his mask came off—that’s actually the last time he was good. Also, Sebastian Shaw was one of our finer
actors, so how dare you.
Our frustration and ire regarding the Special Editions stems from Lucas rejecting our
unanimous love and admiration for these films as we knew them for twenty years. Our
perception is he refuses to accept our perception, that the mistakes he views as deadly
plague are charming and beloved to us. Some people see contempt, open contempt for
his audience. That kinda thing was cute from Lou Reed, but George Lucas is not Lou
Reed. George created the Coca-Cola of movies, and as Coca-Cola learned in 1985 when
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they rolled out New Coke to complete disaster, customers who are used to x become very
irritable when x is taken away and replaced with y.
There is a rumor that suggests the real reason George re-edited and added extra junk to
the founding Star Wars films is so he could remove his ex-wife Marcia’s editing credits,
so he would no longer have to pay her any percentages. Such motivation, while petty,
makes more sense than whatever George has said otherwise to justify this tinkering. Yet
George Lucas has been messing with this trilogy long before the abbreviation DVD was
coined. There’s a litany of audio differences between the original Star Wars of 1977 and
the Star Wars re-release of 1981 (’81 is also when the subtitle A New Hope was added to
that chapter). And devotees of George Lucas’ theatrical debut are in the same boat—-the
guy refuses to make the original THX-1138 available, despite its status as inventive and
groundbreaking cinema.
In 2004 it wasn’t clear just how rapidly the Internet would progress. YouTube was a year
off from foundation. Obtaining and/or watching just a minute of video online remained
arduous. Now the Internet is rife with moving pictures. A new generation communicates
almost exclusively through GIFs and Vines. As for film and its bubbly daughter television,
whatever properties aren’t streaming via Netflix or Amazon or some other service can be
found illegally, usually in the same amount of time it takes to microwave a hot dog.
The digital evolution of media consumption both legal and not has proven a positive
development for film preservation. With so many direct avenues and digital repositories
it is preposterous to think any modern film could vanish, be lost to history. There’s no
way a Jennifer Lawrence film will ever dwindle down to one copy and become trapped
in someone’s attic for decades. Dovetailing with that are progresses in social media and
at-home production technology.
Consider Manos: Hands of Fate. This extremely obscure 1966 film spent years as nothing
more than a weird, blobby target of ridicule on “Mystery Science Theater 3000.” Then in
2011, college student Ben Solovey found the original work print of Manos. Aware of its
value even as fringe garbage, Solovey launched a Kickstarter to have the movie properly
fixed up and released. Today Manos: Hands of Fate is available as clear and complete as it
has ever been on Blu-Ray. Now, I’m fairly certain a professional film restoration company
was hired to help bring Manos back to its original “glory,” but so many professional tools
are available for the budding filmmaker these days that if Ben Solovey wanted to he
could have done the restoration work himself in his own bedroom.
Scores of forums online prove how many folks out there are dedicating themselves to
preserving film, spending hours correcting sound, picture, and editing issues that have
hampered all sorts of movies in official home release. Among this is a healthy subsection
of people who have lovingly restored and remastered the pre-1997 editions of Star Wars,
Empire, and Jedi for our downloadable pleasure. This has been going on since the late
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2000s and has let many fans breathe sighs of relief. Lucasfilm may release what they
want. And they do, seeming to take no notice of the restoration activity (to date, I’ve
heard no stories of Lucasfilm going after people distributing pre-’97 versions of Star Wars
online, though re-edited versions of the prequels always seem to vanish in an instant).
Please note: between 1982 and 1995, the Star Wars trilogy was released to home video
on four separate occasions across several different formats and in god knows how many
countries. We’re talking potentially about millions of copies, or at least a number in the
hundreds of thousands. Who was more foolish—-we the Star Wars purists who feared
the unaltered versions would somehow evaporate, or Mr. Lucas for believing he could
will evaporation into reality by only releasing the re-edited versions from 1997 on?
Hindsight is 20/20, I guess.
Back to 2004. I didn’t protest George W’s war in Iraq. I was absent for the WTO riots. My
greatest political act at that age was voting for Ralph Nader. I have strong political beliefs
like anybody else, there are issues I care a great deal about and have cared about for a
long time. I must be honest, though, if a grandchild ever asks about my struggle—-the
issue I took to the streets to fight, the only thing to propel me off the couch, was the
director’s cuts of the Star Wars movies. I literally took to the streets.
If I’m remembering correctly, the owner and proprietor of OriginalTrilogy.com called for
incensed fans across the country to participate in a letter writing campaign to protest the
submission of the theatrical Star Wars. Bombard Lucasfilm with mail over this issue and
something might change. My passion raging, I spent several hours one week traversing
the greater metropolitan Orlando area to hand out flyers for the cause. I did this, of
course, dressed as Luke Skywalker in the classic Tatooine attire.
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Here’s my guide to a cheap Luke Skywalker costume: first, buy or borrow a used karate
gi. Put it on but don’t use the actual belt that goes with it. Use one of your own belts, but
swivel it around so the buckle is toward the back. For the pants, khakis. Get a couple ace
bandages and wrap them tightly below the knee, allowing some of the khaki to fluff out
above knee. Top it off with a pair of slip-on beige shoes and you are set.
Revolution was not sparked that week. Most people thought I was a karate instructor. A
total of one skeptical passerby actually stopped to have a conversation with me about the
issue and promised, somewhat sincerely, to research the issue further. Later, a possibly
homeless and certainly drunk man demanded I “Jedi mind trick us up some girls.”
In 2006, Lucas gave us weird compromise when he presented as a bonus feature on a
DVD repressing of his trilogy the original versions…taken from 1993 laserdisc copies, not
touched up at all or fixed proportionally for new tv dimensions. “Here’s this garbage you
want, tacked on like the garbage we think it is.” Lucas wouldn’t even give the Library of
Congress the original Star Wars films when they were added to our national art registry;
proving they do sometimes still stand for the people in the face of evil, our government
rejected the Special Eds on the grounds they were not the artistic achievements they
meant to honor. I believe Uncle Same is still waiting on original copies of the movies.
Now that Disney controls the Star Wars universe many of us are hoping we see an official
remastered release of the films as they existed between 1977 and 1996. Don’t hold your
breath, though—-Disney bought the Muppets in the mid-2000s and we’re still waiting for
them to get the last two seasons of “The Muppet Show” on DVD. Who are they waiting
for to die on that one?
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THAT BIG SUCKING SOUND
Like Weezer and “The Simpsons,” the Star Wars prequels are a conversational topic I am
fatigued just thinking about. Their aggressive ineptitude and spiritual vacancy have been
dissected ad infinitum, corpses picked so clean nothing is left but dust. And yet we circle
back around to them time and time again, possibly because our culture is dividing into so
many different tributaries that we don’t have many common touchstones anymore. The
Super Bowl. The Oscars. Beyoncé. Jar Jar Binks.
Soon I plan to have the following quotes printed out on index cards to hand out in social
situations when these films come up:
“[The Phantom Menace] is hobbled by [George] Lucas' poor choices. He fashions early
connections between characters from the original trilogy with Dickensian implausibility.
He cramps the pleasant vagueness of the Force by tying it to both virgin birth and
microbiology…he violates the flawed but undeniable charm of the original films…by
creating a film which jettisons humanity and mythology for computer software…it’s like
A Bug's Life with pretensions.” - Eric Pfeffinger, Bloomington Herald-Times, May 23, 1999
“[Attack of The Clones] falls to new depths of narrative incoherence, torturous banality,
and acting incompetence…as for the special effects, they’re pyrotechnical wallpaper
backing some of the worst dialogue ever written by human or machine.” - Peter Keough,
Boston Phoenix, May 16, 2002
“[Revenge of The Sith is] a film that never wields the dramatic impact its plot should
demand, and never realizes the emotional potential at its dark heart. The solution is to
whizz events along at such a clip you barely have time to snigger at the dreadful
dialogue.” - Peter Watts, TimeOut London, May 16 2005
Maybe to save time I should just go with David Edelstein’s quote about Phantom Menace
that I happily apply to all three abysmal prequels: “If someone had given Ed Wood $115
million to remake Plan Nine From Outer Space it might have looked like this, although
Wood's dialogue would surely have been more memorable.”
Star Wars feels sacred to many of us perhaps because we are such a young country. Other
nations boast millennia of art and writing and philosophy. The United States has so little
by comparison. Jazz, rock n’ roll, Mark Twain, Langston Hughes, and Hollywood. This is
why the failure of the prequels cuts so sharply. There isn’t enough to fall back on. Our
country fights wars over land and oil but maybe we should be fighting to absorb the
works of Plato and Confucius.
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Some people believe Revenge of The Sith, the concluding prequel, was worth the previous
two nightmares. Some find it to be higher quality than Return of The Jedi. To me this is
like someone trying to make a case for Chernobyl as a vacation spot. I’m sure the wildlife
that has reclaimed that area is gorgeous, but it is born of and potentially retaining lethal
waves of radioactivity. Wouldn’t you rather visit not a grave of toxic waste?
“Come on, Jim,” you might be saying. “Some parts of the prequel films were engaging.”
I’ll admit John Williams did a fantastic job writing “Duel of The Fates,” which is one of
the stirring musical themes in Phantom Menace. It’s also sort of funny that they put E.T.
or E.T.’s family in that one scene. Funny in the same way that guy holds up the open
umbrella in the Zapruder film like he’s the Penguin.
The only reason the prequels are important is because they cemented the fact that Star
Wars will always find a way to exist. They are wretched films but they still made obscene
amounts of money, and when you’re using the term “obscene” to describe profits that’s
when you know a property will never go to bed. No matter how dire the narratives
become, Star Wars shall soldier on, like Star Trek and Bond before it.
Maybe if cinema is ever supplanted by a new medium (the way cinema itself supplanted
vaudeville) Star Wars will end, but that doesn’t seem likely even in your children’s life
time. What could replace movies? One of the only reasons they figured out how to make
your telephone into a computer is so you could watch a movie you like on an airplane.
I’d put money on virtual reality but that shit’s been taking it’s sweet time since 1990.
Of course, if the goal of virtual reality is to stick us in the movies as a new character, it
must be defunded immediately on the off chance someone attempts to imprison me in a
Star Wars prequel.
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THIS THING IS NOT OPERATIONAL
“The writing’s great but you lack an audience.”
This is what my literary agent Kelly heard from nearly every publisher she presented
with Star Wars Ruined My Life. I’m not sure how many publishers that was—-maybe
fifteen, twenty-five. At any rate, the overriding sentiment was I brought nothing to the
table in terms of name value. I wasn’t a columnist for a newspaper or magazine, I wasn’t
the curator of a ten thousand-hits-a-day blog, I had no career to speak of. I needed to
build one, I was told. Acquire a built-in audience we know will purchase your book.
This was disheartening. I bet I could build an audience pretty quickly if one of you groups a
pricks put out this book you seem to think is great. And it’s not about “Space 1999” or Mars
Needs Women. It’s about Star Wars, which puts up better numbers than many religions
these days.
Of course, looking over the original manuscript today I think maybe these publishers
were being polite when they praised the writing. Some of it works but a lot of it doesn’t.
This book was not going to be the Fear And Loathing of Chewbacca-based texts. Kelly, my
literary agent, must have sensed this, because at some point in 2005 she ghosted me.
Stopped replying to e-mails, phone calls. Eventually I got another person on her line.
“Yeah, she doesn’t work here anymore. I think she’s given up being an agent even. Sorry.”
Talk about deflation. There was extra frustration because Kelly had prompted me to
begin work on something that could be turned into my follow-up to Star Wars Ruined My
Life, a book about some weird yet typically adolescent stuff I experienced in middle
school. Suddenly that was dead too. I tried not to dwell, though. I thought about the
“build an audience” advice. That spurned me to start freelance writing (or trying to).
A decade later, I’m still learning so much about my craft every day, but I’ve carved out a
tiny career for myself and (more importantly) my writing has strengthened considerably.
The first book I managed to publish traditionally, 2013’s This Music Leaves Stains, isn’t
perfect but I couldn’t be happier with what went into it and how it reads. The implosion
of Star Wars Ruined My Life was painful and confusing but I feel lucky to have had the
extra years to sort out my talents.
I’m also glad to have the extra time to mature. At twenty-six I was still petulant, hotheaded, easily wounded. An off-handed comment from anyone about the smallest thing
could cripple me for weeks. I can’t imagine what kind of tailspin I’d be in if thrown to the
hungry and highly-opinionated Star Wars masses. Nightmares of angrily pecking out
novel-length e-mails to readers who disagreed with my take on Sebulba. My friends will
tell you I can still be very intense but I’ve also let a lot go. I’m not sure how, but I have,
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and when I receive criticism now I can accept it, process it, not let it define me or
completely derail me.
Other projects I tried to get off the ground after Star Wars Ruined My Life:

- a book about discontinued sodas like Surge, Crystal Pepsi, Pepsi A.M., and OK; I could
never figure out what the format would be—-most people I explained it to envisioned
a coffee table book, but I was thinking more of a field guide (like a parody of a field
guide for rare birds); so many years were spent trying to figure this dumb thing out
many people know me as Soda Jim, The Guy Who Likes The Gross Pops

- a book about shuttered amusement parks; this would have been a spin off of a pretty
well-received article I wrote for Radar magazine (before they were a tabloid); I just
wanted an excuse to go behind-the-scenes at Universal Studios Florida to find any
remnants of the King Kong attraction Kongfrontation!

- a book exploring the history of Groundhog Day; North America has no right to judge
any other culture because each year we turn to a small army of rodents for help with
meteorology; that’s right, the beloved Punxsutawney Phil is just one of thirty-five
weather predicting critters that dot our map (how Phil became marmot king over
French Creek Freddie or Manitoba Merv is anybody’s guess); incorporating a live
animal into any ritual is a gamble, and over the years there have been numerous
incidents of bitings, tramplings, and even death

- a book about Szilvester Matuska, a Hungarian outlaw who derailed a handful of trains
throughout Europe in the 1930s because, it is speculated, locomotive tragedy gratified
him sexually; Matuska escaped from prison in 1944 and was never heard from again; a
major stumbling block arose when I realized I cannot read or speak Hungarian

- a script entitled Godzilla vs. Vince Lombardi
- a script entitled Boise vs. The Giant Sloth
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DARK SIDE OF THE DEATH STAR:
HOW I WASTED ELEVEN MONTHS OF MY LIFE
When the “build an audience” feedback began
dripping in, my first course of action naturally was
to attempt a crazy Internet stunt. All it really did
was drive me crazy. Several years later I wrote the
following piece about the stunt for Crawdaddy!, a
magazine that no longer exists (which I believe
voids out whatever contract I signed for them).

I think we, the global movie-watching pop culture
community at large, can all agree that there is a lot going
on in The Wizard of Oz. Deadly tornados, flying
monkeys, talking lions, Ray Bolger, regional witches of
varying virtue, glittery shoes, singing munchkins—-Jesus,
there are even birds in the background that look like
people trying to kill themselves. It’s really a tour de force
of wacky crap, a carnival of Technicolor insanity that’s
kept audiences entertained for decades. Few films can
match Oz’s density; even the awesome 1978 remake fell flat by comparison (and that one had
Diana Ross and Michael Jackson, back when they were still both at the top of their game). Yessir,
there’s just no topping some cinematic spectacles.
Of course, in this age of cable television, instant playback, and re-re-re-recordable media, it is
possible to desensitize one’s self to such greatness, to make the incredible mundane, the
fascinating routine, the amazing boring. Too many TBS/VHS viewings have probably rendered Oz
as pedestrian to some people as your average episode of “Webster.” This (and a heroic amount of
pot, I speculate) is probably what lead an unknown party sometime in the early nineties to view The
Wizard of Oz while listening to Pink Floyd’s 1973 masterpiece Dark Side of The Moon. Why listen
to Judy Garland’s warbling when you have a mute button, right? Throw on some Floyd, spark a
doob, and let the colorful land of Oz jack off your brain.
Sounds like a pretty killer way to burn off a few hours late on a Sunday afternoon. What no one in
the world expected, though, was that there would be some kind of interstellar connection between
these two seemingly unrelated properties. Indeed, it would turn out that, when started at the correct
moment, a good majority of Dark Side of The Moon would mirror the events in Oz. Nearly sixty
moments of synchronicity occur, just enough to blow the minds of every burned out classic rocker
and rabid Bert Lahr fan on the planet. Mainstream media first picked up on the “Dark Side of The
Rainbow” phenomenon in 1995, thanks to a piece by Charles Savage in Indiana’s Fort Wayne
Journal Gazette (those guys are always on the cutting edge).
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“The result is astonishing,” wrote Savage, who tried the experiment himself. “It's as if the movie
were one long art-film music video for the album. Song lyrics and titles match the action and plot.
The music swells and falls with character's movements.”
Savage chalked the whole thing up to the “Infinite Monkeys, Infinite Typewriters, Shakespeare”
thing, igniting fierce debate over whether or not Roger Waters and his pals planned this elaborate,
impressive joke or whether this was just the will of the cosmos. The members of Pink Floyd deny
they intentionally created an alternate soundtrack for MGM’s most beloved film of all-time and
generally seem disgusted at the very notion they’d waste their time with such nonsense. This is the
same band, though, that gave the world that Pulse CD with the stupid little blinking light in it. They
also at one point relied on giant inflatable pigs to get their musical message across. So, you know,
they could be full of it.
Like any other urban legend-obsessed member of Generation Y, I was quite intrigued by this “Dark
Side of The Rainbow” business. In 2005, during a rather severe employment drought, it was on my
mind constantly. How is something like this even possible? Is David Gilmour a Highlander? How
does the KGB factor into this? I began to wonder about other likely film/music synchronicities. One
night, as I lay in bed not making money and getting fatter by the minute, an exciting thought hit me:
Whoa, wait a minute—-I bet that one White Zombie album totally synchs up with Star Wars!
White Zombie’s landmark 1992 album La Sexorcisto: Devil Music, Vol. 1 certainly seemed like the
type of sample-heavy rock freak-out that would align perfectly with a wild outer space adventure
starring Mark Hamill. Also, I figured it would be pretty cool watching Darth Vader parade around to
all those bad-ass metal riffs. That alone might keep me from dozing off in the middle of said
experiment. The following evening, I popped Star Wars into my VCR—-that’s right, I only rock the
original Star Wars trilogy, sans all that goofy CGI crap Lucas added two decades after the fact; this
was a year before those “original unaltered” trilogy DVDs (which are sort of lousy anyway) came
out. So anyway, I popped Star Wars into my VCR, hit “PLAY” on White Zombie immediately after
the second 20th Century Fox drum roll, and hoped I wouldn’t fall asleep.
Oh, I would not be drifting off during this experiment, dear reader. Strange things started happening
from the get-go. The first explosion sound clip in “Welcome to Planet Motherfucker” occurred at
the same exact moment the Star Wars title burst onto the screen. Wow. A short time later, Darth
Vader made his first appearance as the “Get up and kill!” sound clip from Dawn of The Dead was
heard in “Psychoholic Slag.” Something was happening here. C-3PO’s stiff movements through the
Tatooine desert matched up with the creaking at the start of “Black Sunshine.” I heard Rob Zombie
sing “Take me away!” in “Soul Crusher” as C-3PO tried to convince Uncle Owen to buy him. This
was getting weird.
“I Am Legend” began as Ben Kenobi revealed his true identity to Luke Skywalker. A guitar slide was
heard at the same time Obi-Wan Jedi mind tricked the Stormtrooper in Mos Eisley. The term
“smooth operator” repeated in “Warp Asylum” as Han Solo navigated the Millennium Falcon into
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hyperspace. This shit was blowing my mind. All in all, there were twenty moments of synchronicity
between Star Wars and La Sexorcisto. That was a far cry from Oz and Dark Side’s near sixty, but it
was definitely something to alert my fellow nerds about. As I told my high school buddy and raging
Star Wars fan Nathan C. about my discovery, he suggested an interesting proposition:
“You should try to find an album that matches up even more, like Dark Side,” he said. “You could
blog about it, too. I’d read that.”
The idea of searching for and possibly discovering the ultimate, untold connection between George
Lucas’s intergalactic masterpiece and some random rock album really got my pistons moving. I
mean, chronicling something like that on the Internet might catapult me to the same level as the
guy who modified his car to look like Jabba the Hutt’s sail barge, or even the person who dressed
up like Chewbacca and played the drums! I gnashed my teeth excitedly at the very thought of such
notoriety.
I will admit inspiration was also partially drawn from a website detailing another Star Wars fan’s
attempt to watch all six movies at once on six different televisions to see if anything interesting
happened. Nothing too insane lined up during the simultaneous sextuple presentation, but more
importantly, the kid’s head didn’t explode in the middle of the proceedings. I figured if a person
could survive that, I should be safe watching Star Wars every day with my headphones on.
And so it began. Every weekday for eleven months, I pulled a different CD out from my massive
collection and played it while watching Star Wars. I shall reiterate that I was severely unemployed
when these shenanigans began, although once I did find gainful employment, the Great Star Wars
Synchronicity Experiment (as I dubbed it) did not stop. I was too entrenched in the idea that these
two seemingly separate art forms could be inexplicably joined as one.
In that eleven month span, I tried just about every disc in my collection plus numerous contributions
from equally curious parties. Snoop Dogg, the Ghostbusters soundtrack, the Ramones, Flaming
Lips, Nirvana, even “Weird Al” Yankovic. Some produced memorable results. During the Fear of a
Black Planet experiment, Flavor Flav was heard to exlaim, “Meet the G that killed me!” when Uncle
Owen first encounters C-3PO (Threepio is indirectly responsible for Uncle Owen’s grizzly death a
little later in the film). The chorus of Meatloaf’s “Two Outta Three Ain’t Bad” on Bat Out of Hell is
heard after the Tusken Raider fells both Luke and Threepio but manages to miss R2-D2 (thus, two
out of three). “Sick of This and That” from the Damned’s Black Album synched up perfectly with the
scenes of Luke arguing with Uncle Owen about leaving Tatooine, something so astounding I almost
became erect.
I did at one point try Dark Side of The Moon, and it surprised me with as many synchs as La
Sexorcisto. The most outstanding moment in my opinion came when Luke was looking upon his
dead relatives; as our hero stares dumbfounded, a voice in “Brain Damage” says, “I can’t think of
anything to say.” The Pink Floyd experiment was about four months in. By this point, I was
beginning to realize this whole “cosmic connection” yazz was probably just that. Nearly every
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album I tried had at least one or two moments that could be construed as something deep or
meaningful. It was, as Charles Savage opined, total “Thousand Monkeys, Thousand Typewriters”
phenomenon. If you do this long enough, you’ll eventually stumble across something amazing (or
something your fatigued brain will think is amazing).
That was part of the intrigue for me: after all these years, no one’s ever been correctly identified nor
has anyone come forward as the party responsible for the original “Dark Side of the Rainbow”
rumor. Did anything aside from low grade drugs convince this person or persons to watch The
Wizard of Oz with Pink Floyd as an alternate soundtrack? Were they watching movies and listening
to records in their basement all day like I was? Why wouldn’t they want to come forward and take
credit? Did the experiment shake the foundations of their sanity? I could believe that. After months
and months or repetitive Star Wars views without the proper sound, I started to go a little nuts.
I recall one experiment in which I branched out to Return of The Jedi. I decided to try it with To The
Five Boroughs by the Beastie Boys, which is a fairly thick, thumpy record. I think I got to around the
point where C-3PO is knocking Jabba the Hutt’s palace door when I had to pull the headphones
off. It was almost a form of sensory deprivation. I had to hear C-3PO’s hand knocking on that door
for real and not wait for something Ad Rock said to match it. There was also the time Darth Vader
kept swinging his head around as “Hanging Downtown” pretended to skip on the Replacements’
Sorry Ma, Forgot to Take Out The Trash. I was this close to vomiting all over myself after that.
Seven days after I span Dark Side, I discovered the album that to this day is unmatched in its
number of moments of synchronicity with Star Wars. Aside from yielding thirty-five individual
synchs, almost every song on Green Day’s American Idiot seemed to frame a particular sequence
of events. "Jesus of Suburbia" played through the Imperial attack on the Tantive IV up until the
droids’ escape; "Tales of Another Broken Home" began as the droids went their separate ways on
Tatooine; "Letterbomb" started when Princess Leia's full holographic message was uncovered;
"Wake Me Up When September Ends" covered the discovery of the Jawa massacre and Luke’s
destroyed homestead. It went on like some kind of disjointed, extended music video up until the
Millennium Falcon rocketed out of Mos Eisley to the beginning strains of “Whatsername.”
This was nothing short of Pearl Harbor 9/11 Carrot Top movie mind-blowing. Unfortunately, all
attempts to contact Green Day and their management went unanswered. I guess they didn’t care
about some yutz on the other side of the country and his insane, possibly narcotic-induced visions.
Still, thirty-five synchs wasn’t enough. I wanted at least twice that. So the hunt continued. I soon
became an expert at the timing of Star Wars. From watching the counter on my CD player, I could
tell you exactly what happened one minute, two minutes, ten minutes and fifty-five seconds into the
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film. I was turning into something of a savant, although I wasn’t holding my breath for “60 Minutes”
to come profile me.
One journalistic outfit who did catch wind of what I was
doing and felt the need to publicize my efforts was Star
Wars Insider (natch), the official fan magazine of
Lucasfilm. When I first saw an e-mail from Lucasfilm in
my mailbox, my gut reaction was I was about to be
sued. The reporter, one Bonnie Burton, turned out to
be quite nice and a fan of the incredibly complicated
waste of time I had embarked upon. She interviewed
me for a nice little piece that ran in Issue #89 (it has
Han Solo on the cover!). It felt pretty good to get the
recognition of a representative of the entity that created
Star Wars, although it should be noted that their
circulation was not as wide in 2006 as it once had
been. Only a handful of my friends were able to locate
said issue (again, natch).
By September of 2006, the Great Star Wars
Synchronicity Experiment began to wear very thin. It
had been over six months since the Green Day
American Idiot breakthrough. Little had come close to
even matching that. I was getting very frustrated
staring at a television screen for one hour a day waiting for something interesting to happen. This
could be attributed to the job I picked up a few months earlier where I stared at a computer screen
for eight hours a day waiting for something interesting to happen. It was becoming an obligation
and, much like girlfriends, pets, and cars, when that happens, I just stop giving a shit. I put the
GSWSP on indefinite hiatus in early October and reclaimed my sanity step by step. Slowly, and
with patience, I remembered what Mark Hamill’s voice sounded like.
When it was all said and done, I was able to confidently rebuke anyone who brought up the
dreaded “Dark Side of The Rainbow” phenomenon at a party or mixer. It’s all hooey, flim-flam,
balderdash. Pure coincidence, my good fellow, now pass the brie. When met with disagreement, I
merely threw my wine glass against the nearest wall, tore my ascot off, and went off on a John
Rambo-like tirade. And that was the most rewarding part, really—-being able to frighten people I
barely knew at social gatherings with an authoritative howl concerning the dumbest post-Boomer
urban legend this side of Jamie Lee Curtis’s penis.
For anyone interested, the blog is still up at http://starwarssynch.blogspot.com. Take a look, laugh
at my dementia, cringe at the comments left by individuals who take this all way more seriously
than I ever could. Oh, and even though it says the Project isn’t over, it is. I was trying to be
optimistic. Ah, how youthfully idealistic I was two years ago.
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Should the party who originally married Dark Side of The Moon with The Wizard of Oz be reading
this, please, I beg you to come forward. Share with us your story so that history can definitively say,
“There, that is how all this nonsense got started!” Then we can all relax and go back to enjoying
these two staples of the suburban American experience independent of one another. Until then, the
aforementioned media shall be forever joined at the hip, which, I have to tell you, is a real pain in
the ass. Every time I look at Ray Bolger these days, I automatically hear the rhythmic cash register
at the beginning of “Money.” It’s disturbing. That should not be the legacy of the man who played
Nifty Sullivan in Four Jacks And a Jill.
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ARE YOU A SY SNOOTLES TRUTHER?
In 2011 I researched and wrote a couple pieces for Crawdaddy! about “Lapti Nek,” the
song the Max Rebo Band performs in Jabba’s palace during Return of The Jedi. Said
pieces are included here because why not?
There’s a seediness to the “Lapti Nek” sequence, something even seedier than the cantina
band scene in the first Star Wars. Sy Snootles, the torso-lacking lemon-colored creature
singing “Lapti,” wears the least amount of clothing of any woman in the saga. If Sy feels
frustrated or humiliated by this lack of clothing (as Leia clearly does in her slave bikini),
she refuses to show it—-the vocalist sways and honks with a steely confidence, holding
her own in this den of iniquity. The members of her backing band, Max Rebo and Droopy
McCool, are similarly unclothed, baring it all for the world to see. This stands in great
contrast to Figrin D’an and the Modal Nodes (the official name of the Star Wars cantina
band); those guys are dressed like priests, head to toe in collarless black suits.
Whatever danger or sex the Max Rebo band projects was muted in 1997 when the Return
of The Jedi: Special Edition re-rendered the outfit as a larger and much goofier ensemble
performing a brass-laden bore called “Jedi Rocks.” “Jedi Rocks” sounds like Permanent
Vacation era Aerosmith and I wish it could be banished to the galactic cut out bin.

“Lapti Nek”: The Star Wars Disco Hit That Never Was
Today is May 4th, 2011, which in recent years has become an unofficial Star Wars holiday (MAY
the FOURTH be with you, yuk yuk yuk!). In honor of this deliciously nerdy observance, Crawdaddy!
has decided to look back at “Lapti Nek,” a vanished musical gem from everyone’s favorite galaxy
far, far away. As any tusken raider worth his gaffi stick can tell you, “Lapti Nek” is the sleazy disco
song Sy Snootles and the Max Rebo Band originally performed for Jabba the Hutt in 1983′s Return
of The Jedi before Luke Skywalker showed up dressed like Johnny Cash to harsh Jabba’s sweet
Tatooine mellow.
Although their screen time proved fleeting, Expanded Universe literature would later posit the Max
Rebo Band as one of the most popular musical groups from Endor to Hoth. In real life, “Lapti Nek”
was sung in Huttese by Lucasfilm sound engineer Annie Arbogast, who wrote the phony alien lyrics
herself. Famed Star Wars orchestral composer John Williams penned “Lapti Nek’s” backing outer
space funk and arranged the entire song with son Joseph and Hardware Wars director/producer
Ernie Fosselius. The trio succeeded in giving “Lapti Nek” a grimy feel perfectly suited for Jabba’s
dark and foreboding palace.
Arbogast’s spirited, Cyndi Lauper-like take on “Lapti Nek” would never see any sort of commercial
release outside Return of The Jedi’s theatrical and VHS runs; Lucasfilm apparently lost that
recording’s master reel before it could be included on any corresponding soundtrack albums.
Luckily, around the same time, the company commissioned an extended version of “Lapti Nek” by
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professional session singer Michele Gruska specifically for the dance circuit. That smoother, sexier
“Nek” was released on PolyGram in 1983. While Gruska’s anonymous five minute “Lapti Nek (Club
Mix)” brought the Max Rebo Band to full fruition outside Jedi, the single failed to blow up disco
charts like the Death Star.
Michele Gruska also recorded a version of “Lapti Nek” with English lyrics penned by Joseph
Williams prior to Return of The Jedi’s completion. This “Nek” scratch track was inexplicably dubbed
“Fancy Man,” even though the official line from Lucasfilm is that “Lapti Nek” translates to “Work It
Out” in English (which of course means that famous Public Enemy song could be called “Brothers
Gonna Lapti Nek”). “Fancy Man” can be heard below in the background of assorted ROTJ behindthe-scenes vignettes (including Warwick Davis’s never-completed or released movie-within-amovie Return of The Ewok).
Naturally, Italian disco demigod Meco Monardo—who shot to fame in 1977 with a boogie-oogie
interpretation of the original Star Wars main title theme—had to have his own go at making “Lapti
Nek” a crossover hit. Strangely, Meco made almost no alterations to the Michele Gruska “Club”
version when he got his hands on it, basically rereleasing the same recording with louder drums
and flourished instrumentation. Meco’s “Lapti Nek” stalled at #60 on our Billboard Charts,
effectively cooling Monardo’s movie-related music hot streak. In Thailand, however, this “Nek” was
apparently one of ’83′s biggest hits.
If you think the milking of “Lapti Nek” ends with Meco, you’re more mistaken than Han Solo in
Cloud City. A 12″ single called “Lapti Nek Overture” was also released in 1983 on Warner Brothers
by one-off group Urth. Not surprisingly, Urth was fronted by Joseph Williams, taking a break from
his adult contemporary meal ticket Toto. “Lapti Nek Overture” is not only the rarest and funkiest of
all “Lapti Neks,” it’s also the most satisfying. Urth was smart enough to mix in snippets of the elder
Williams’ beloved Star Wars score as well as a few bars of Lucasfilm sound wizard Ben Burtt’s
highly contentious Ewokese “Yub Nub” song. Variety is the spice of “Lapti Nek!”
Still, America balked, and Urth’s version of “Lapti Nek” was the third strike in George Lucas’s
attempt to put Sy Snootles on the level of Blondie or Pat Benetar. To Joe/Jane Sixpack, this latest
slice of booty-shakin’ space music just did not have the same je ne sais quoi as the first Star Wars
film’s much-ballyhooed “Cantina Band”. Yet “Lapti Nek” made an indelible impression on scores of
younger, less seasoned Star Wars fans at the time. Check out footage below of a wee Snoot
wannabe lip synching to “Lapti Nek” shortly after Return of The Jedi’s release.
Indeed, “Lapti Nek” held a place in our geeky hearts, which is why it was so appalling to see the
tune completely excised from Return of The Jedi in Lucasfilm’s 1997 “Special Edition.” In “Nek’s”
place was an excruciating R&B exercise called “Jedi Rocks.” The Max Rebo Band was expanded
to include a troupe of “sexy”/tacky extra-terrestrial dancers and a squat, furry embodiment of digital
annoyance called Joh Yowza. To paraphrase Tom Bissell, “Jedi Rocks” is the most unspeakable
sequence in all the “Special Edition” Star Wars films, a moment in history almost too depressing to
discuss at any length. Even Greedo shooting first wasn’t this painful.
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“Jedi Rocks” has remained in all versions of Return of The Jedi since 1997 (including the justannounced Blu-Ray release), forcing a new generation to come up in a Star Wars galaxy utterly
void of “Lapti Nek’s” funky dance floor goodness. Thankfully, the Internet will always be able to
preserve on some small scale the genius George Lucas abandoned in favor of pure insanity.
Here’s looking at you, Max Rebo. In our world, you’re playin’ “Lapti Nek”—an Apex Award-winning
composition(!)—all night long with no gross alien bimbos or hairy CGI abortions cluttering your
landscape.
Sci-Fi Scandal! Second Sy Snootles Speaks,
Claims Lucas Was “Keeping Company” With First Snoot
Two weeks ago, we ran a lengthy articleabout “Lapti Nek,” the intergalactic disco jam by Sy
Snootles and the Max Rebo Band that appeared in the original version ofReturn of the Jedi (since
deleted in favor of CGI nonsense). One of the more curious points uncovered by our research for
said article concerned the timeline of the two most famous “Lapti Nek” recordings: While Internet
resources generally suggest that the Michele Gruska “Club Mix” of the song was recorded and
released after Lucasfilm lost the master tapes of the Annie Arbogast version actually heard in the
film, several behind-the-scenes videos that predate Jedi’s completion (all easily found on YouTube)
clearly feature variations of the Gruska recording.
If Lucasfilm already had a couple different takes of “Lapti Nek” under their belt by Gruska, including
the widely released “Club Mix”, why did they drop Arbogast’s version into Jedi’s final cut? No
disrespect to Annie—her “Lapti Nek” is spunky and classic, and she also wrote those delightfully
wacky Huttese lyrics—but she was just an in-house sound engineer for Lucasfilm whereas Gruska
was apparently an independently contracted professional session musician. An e-mail to Lucasfilm
yielded no help (“I apologize, but I do not know the answer to that,” wrote PR person Amy).
Intellectual curiosity growing by the minute, we tracked Michele Gruska down (via Facebook, of
course) to see if she could drop some knowledge. Did she ever!
“I auditioned [in Los Angeles] to sing for Return of The Jedi, then they asked me to sing ‘Lapti Nek’
for the Jabba The Hutt scene,” wrote Gruska (pictured, left), who currently works as a vocal coach
in California. “It was both another day’s work and challenging on two counts—one, learning this
new made-up language on the spot was not too easy, [and] two, it was unnerving singing for [20th
Century Fox music supervisor] Lionel Newman, THE John Williams, and George Lucas.”
Gruska got the job and, ecstatic, shuttled to San Francisco to record the final version(s) of “Lapti
Nek” some time before Return of The Jedi was completed. So how did Annie Arbogast’s “Lapti
Nek,” which can be assumed was merely a scratch track before Gruska was hired, wind up in the
final cut?
“My version was definitely going in the scene,” remembers Gruska. “But unfortunately at the time
the rumor was Anne was keeping company with George Lucas. Oh well.”
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Scandalous, if true! Perhaps that explains why the Arbogast master tapes were mysteriously “lost”
and why George later digitally scrubbed “Lapti Nek” out of every post-1997 Jedi release. Maybe the
affair ended badly. On the other hand, there’s just as much reason to believe absolutely nothing
ever went on between George and Annie in a non-professional capacity. Maybe George just
thought Annie sounded more like an alien than Michele Gruska, so he put the former in the movie
and saved the latter for the commercial vinyl releases (where polished, professional singing counts
for more). Shame on you, Kevin Burns, for missing this subplot in your otherwise great Empire of
Dreams documentary.
But I kid the Schenectady-born director who also helmed Behind The Planet of The Apes. The tales
of Carrie Fisher partying all night with Harrison Ford and big handfuls of yay on the set of Empire
Strikes Back are admittedly leagues more interesting than any canoodling that went on between
the Supreme Beard and one of his underlings. Still, if either party wishes to come forward and
refute (or confirm!) this wild accusation made by Michele Gruska, by all means hit us up. This story
is sort of the Schwartzenegger love child deal of the Star Wars universe.
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ANOTHER MICKEY MOUSE OPERATION
In this era you know the news is big when it affects the Internet. Michael Jackson’s
unexpected death in 2009 choked every server on Earth. On 9/11 things actually went
faster—-news sites removed ads and increased bandwidth, giving Americans lightening
quick access to the events unfolding. ’Twas a very American situation that most recently
ground the Internet to a goddamn halt; October 30, 2012, the day the Walt Disney
Corporation purchased Lucasfilm for $4 billion.
I remember immediately texting my girlfriend at the time, feeling like I was conveying
really vital information. “Hey, you probably won’t be able to get online at your job for a
while, Disney just bought Lucasfilm.” Please, hold your applause, I’m no hero.
Rather quickly new Star Wars films were announced. A boatload of them. Star Warses 7
through 9 plus a series of extracurricular “anthology” films. Disney’s gonna crank these
suckers like there’s no tomorrow. Guess Frozen didn’t do as well as everyone thought.
So how does it feel?
To be draconian about it, I’ve lived through two eras: one, in my youth, when Star Wars
was the quote-unquote greatest, the artistic endeavor of humankind that filled me with
the most wonder and excitement imaginable; the second era, my early adulthood, when
Star Wars was the worst, curdling into a confusing embarrassment I wanted to club to
death. It’s hard to imagine the forthcoming chapters, Episodes VII-IX (as well as the
standalone films), pushing me to either of those extremes again. I won’t be a toddler
again. I won’t be twenty. I’m almost forty.
At this point excitement and thrills for me are much higher when I’m exploring complete
unknowns. The chasms in my mind only grow larger as time goes on and I’m compelled
to absorb as much as I can from as many unfamiliar locales as possible. Comfort’s great
but what am I missing? There’s already been plenty of Star Wars in my life. What about
all those Elvis movies? Are they really all for shit? Where the hell does one start with
Parliament Funkadelic? Would Alice Fulton ever light a fire under my britches?
That said, if some time in the future David Fincher signs on to make a taut thriller about
the ugnauts or Uncle Owen, the fire might return.
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